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We extend the Exchange Fluctuation Theorem for energy exchange between thermal quantum
systems beyond the assumption of molecular chaos, and describe the non-equilibrium exchange
dynamics of correlated quantum states. The relation quantifies how the tendency for systems to
equilibrate is modified in high-correlation environments. Our results elucidate the role of mea-
surement disturbance for such scenarios. We show a simple application by finding a semi-classical
maximum work theorem in the presence of correlations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fluctuation theorems describe non-equilibrium trans-
formations of a thermodynamic system and constitute
a refinement of the second law of thermodynamics, the
most well-known incarnations being the work fluctuation
theorems due to Jarzynski and Crooks [1–3]. However,
in addition to focussing on the extraction of mechanical
work from a single system, an equally fundamental topic
is the thermodynamic tendency of multipartite systems
to equilibrate. The canonical example of this is heat ex-
change between two thermal systems at different tem-
peratures and leads us instead to fluctuation theorems
for heat that provide a quantitative description of the
fluctuations in energy exchange between two hot bodies.
The thermodynamic arrow [5, 6] is one particular man-
ifestation of the second law of thermodynamics, and in
its canonical form states that, on average, heat will flow
from a hotter body to a colder one. Specifically, given
two thermal states ρA and ρB at temperatures TA and
TB with respect to Hamiltonians HA and HB , and an
energy-conserving unitary evolution of the joint state,
ρA ⊗ ρB → UρA ⊗ ρBU†, we define heat flow into A as
QA = tr[HAρ
′
A]− tr[HAρA] where ρ′A is the final reduced
state for A, and we assume that the free Hamiltonians for
A and B do not change. The fact that Gibbsian states
minimize the free energy yields the Clausius inequality
QA
(
1
TA
− 1
TB
)
≥ 0, (1)
and so if TA < TB we have that the QA is strictly posi-
tive, and on average energy is transferred from the hotter
body to the colder one. This is the standard thermody-
namic arrow for heat flow.
However, a sharper expression of the directionality for
heat flow exists in the recent Exchange Fluctuation Theo-
rem (XFT) due to Jarzynski and Wo´jcik [4], which states
that for two systems A and B, initially at temperatures
TA and TB , the probability P (q) of a sharp exchange of
FIG. 1: (Color online). Why correlations matter: Two
systems A and B are at temperatures TA and TB initially.
The generalised XFT, equation (17), is plotted as a function
f(x) of a correlation parameter x and the mutual information
I(x) (light grey curve) is also included. As I(x) increases,
the XFT deviates from its value in the “molecular chaos”
assumption where x = 0 (dashed line). The likelihood of heat
flow direction is indicated by the grey arrows for different x.
A circle round the arrows indicates the uncorrelated regime
x = 0. For some x, backward heat flow can be completely
suppressed. Top figure: A two-qubit system where B is hotter
than A, f(x) is a single black curve. Bottom figure: A qubit-
qutrit system at equal temperature. Unlike two-qubits, the
XFT is only defined by a range (light grey region) and we see,
even though TA = TB , correlations can induce heat flow on
average, thereby violating the principle of detailed balance.
This example is discussed in section V.
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2energy q from B to A obeys the relation
P (q)
P (−q) = exp[∆βq], (2)
where ∆β = (kTA)
−1 − (kTB)−1. This relation quanti-
fies the relative likelihood of a fixed exchange process and
its time-reversed twin, and shows that heat flow from a
colder to a hotter object is exponentially suppressed. A
simple application of Jensen’s inequality to (2) leads to an
averaged inequality 〈q〉(1/TA−1/TB) ≥ 0. This seems to
suggest that (1) automatically follows from (2), however
it must be emphasized that while QA equals 〈q〉 for clas-
sical states, this need not be true for more general quan-
tum mechanical states. In general, a sharp (rank-1 pro-
jective) energy measurement will produce non-classical
disturbances in the quantum state of a system, and even
though the expression 〈q〉(1/TA−1/TB) ≥ 0 still provides
a thermodynamic directionality, it is no longer identical
to (1), which does not involve any measurement distur-
bance.
A. The assumption of molecular chaos and the role
of correlations.
The scope of the XFT is extremely broad, being valid
for arbitrary unitary interactions between A and B that
conserve energy, with the resultant form relying on two
key assumptions of
(I) initial Gibbsian states, and
(II) the assumed time-reversal invariance of the under-
lying dynamics.
However the strict directionality of the thermodynamic
heat-flow relies on a third assumption
(III) that the systems involved are initially uncorrelated
- namely Boltzmann’s assumption of ‘molecular
chaos’ [7].
The molecular chaos assumption is required both in
classical and quantum mechanics and, irrespective of any
inherent quantum randomness, plays the central role in
thermodynamic directionality of heat flow. Indeed it has
been shown explicitly that if you drop the assumption
of molecular chaos then you weaken the thermodynamic
arrow (as has been shown in [8, 9] and references therein).
As such, both the Clausius relation, equation (1),
and the Jarzynski-Wo´jcik Fluctuation Theorem, equa-
tion (2), are therefore limited in application, and will
fail to hold within the domain of high-correlation envi-
ronments. Indeed, with the extremal case of a globally
pure, multipartite quantum state with thermal subsys-
tems there should exist no directional constraint whatso-
ever, and for such situations no equality such as equation
(2) should hold. The reason for this is that pure quantum
states are states of maximal knowledge and may be re-
versibly interconverted through the appropriate unitary
transformations. Such pure state thermality is of impor-
tance and turns out to be the typical scenario with re-
spect to the Haar measure. Specifically, for a randomly
chosen multipartite state |Ψ〉 of a system with fixed en-
ergy, the reduced state for a small subsystem is expo-
nentially likely to be Gibbsian [12], with the thermality
arising due to quantum entanglement.
Quantum correlations can be far stronger than their
classical counterparts, and in addition to the Gibb-
sian typicality in pure states, entanglement theory has
other deep connections with thermodynamics [13], often
through their parallel formulations as resource theories
[14]. Beyond the foundational interest of studying the
dissolution of the thermodynamic arrow due to strong
correlations, there is also rapid experimental progress in
the precise manipulation of small quantum systems de-
signed to function as engines at nanoscales, and as such,
it is also of practical importance to determine the funda-
mental limitations and behavior of heat exchange in such
quantum systems.
The purpose of this paper is to remove the third funda-
mental assumption (III) of molecular chaos, and extend
the existing XFT into high-correlation environments, in
which initially correlated quantum systems are allowed
to evolve under non-equilibrium dynamics and exchange
heat. In doing so we identify the appropriate thermo-
dynamic measure for the effect of correlations on sharp
energy exchanges and describe how it may contribute in
work-extraction primitives, such as the maximum work
theorem scenario.
The statistics of energy exchange (and even particle
exchange) has been investigated previously in a number
of noteworthy publications [20–23]. However, the impor-
tant difference between these prior approaches and the
work herein is the absence of initial correlations. As far
as we are aware, assumption (III) of molecular chaos has
always been made, and it is not clear that previous ap-
proaches may be easily extended to this broader frame-
work.
This paper is structured in the following way. In sec-
tion II we present an overview of the components re-
quired for deriving the XFT, and highlight some con-
ceptual points that relate to thermality due to quantum
fluctuations. In section III we analyse the heat flow in
a parallel manner to the original XFT [4], however with-
out assuming molecular chaos. We find that dropping
this assumption enforces the use of a sharp mutual in-
formation measure, quantifying the correlations between
the two subsystems and how these correlations impact
the thermodynamic heat flow. This in turn provides us
with a generalized form of the XFT, valid in a corre-
lated quantum environment and allowing for quantum
fluctuations stemming from intrinsic randomness in pure
quantum states. In section IV we present a derivation
for a non-equilibrium equality in the presence of correla-
tions. The approach is from a more abstract setting using
probability theory and random variables. The upshot of
this is the acquirement of the “efficacy factor” that gives
3a notion of the strength of correlations and their effect
on the directionality of thermodynamics processes. Sec-
tion V brings all these ideas together through an exactly
solvable toy model: a qubit-qudit system with an energy
conserving interaction. In section VI C we draw attention
to the strong classicality of the XFT, due to the demand
of projective measurements, and highlight the technical
obstacles to an extension involving more gentle, general-
ized POVMs. Section VI D provides a simple application
of our results to a maximum work theorem, and illus-
trates the potential work value that correlations between
two thermal systems can possess.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE GENERALIZED
SETTING
In this section we give an overview of the basic set-
ting employed, including the form of our time-reversal
assumptions. Our central goal will be to establish an ex-
change fluctuation theorem for a bipartite quantum sys-
tem, whose reduced states ρA and ρB are initially ther-
mal, but where we drop the assumption of the initial
factorization of the joint state ρAB and allow genuine
quantum mechanical coherence and entanglement to ei-
ther evolve or be initially present.
A. The thermodynamic scenario
In defining heat exchange in [4], the isolated bipar-
tite system is assumed to undergo a three step process.
An initial energy measurement M1 is first performed
on the two subsystems which are then allowed to sub-
sequently interact and evolve under a unitary U , until
a final energy measurement M2 is performed. Thus,
the bipartite quantum state ρAB undergoes the following
sequence of quantum operations: ρAB → M1[ρAB ] →
U ◦M1[ρAB ]→M2 ◦ U ◦M1[ρAB ].
As mentioned, the central assumptions of the XFT
are time-reversal symmetry of the underlying dynam-
ics and the initial thermality of the individual subsys-
tems. Specifically, we assume that Θ†HAΘ = HA
and Θ†HBΘ = HB , where Θ is the anti-unitary time-
reversal operator. In what follows we use joint en-
ergy eigenstates |φ, χ〉, such that HA|φ, χ〉 = Eφ|φ, χ〉
and HB |φ, χ〉 = Eχ|φ, χ〉, for which we deduce that
HAΘ|φ, χ〉 = EφΘ|φ, χ〉 (with a similar expression for
B). We take {|φ〉} and {|χ〉} to be complete orthonor-
mal bases for A and B so that HA =
∑
φEφ|φ〉〈φ| and
HB =
∑
χEχ|χ〉〈χ|, and since Θ is a symmetry of classi-
cal states we assume that Θ(|φ〉⊗|χ〉) is always in the ba-
sis set {|φ〉⊗|χ〉} for any φ and χ. The thermal marginal
states of ρAB are then given by
ρA = Z
−1
A
∑
φ
e−βAEφ |φ〉〈φ|, (3)
ρB = Z
−1
B
∑
χ
e−βBEχ |χ〉〈χ|, (4)
where ZA and ZB are the usual partition functions for A
and B, and βA, βB are their inverse temperatures.
The measurements M1 and M2 used to determine
the energies of the subsystems can in general be POVM
measurements, however in what follows we restrict both
the initial and final measurement to be rank-1 projective
measurements onto the local energy eigenbases of A and
B, namely {|φ〉} and {|χ〉}, and only at the end discuss
the challenges of extending beyond such sharp measure-
ments.
Given this setting, it is useful to introduce the notion
of a history for the composite quantum system AB. A
history is denoted
γ =
(
ρAB ; |φ〉 ⊗ |χ〉 U−→ |φ′〉 ⊗ |χ′〉
)
, (5)
where ρAB is the initial quantum state that is first pro-
jected into the energy eigenstate |φ〉⊗ |χ〉 underM1 and
then evolves unitarily to U(|φ〉⊗|χ〉), which is then mea-
sured and projected into the energy eigenstate |φ′〉⊗ |χ′〉
under M2.
We denote by Γ the full set of all histories {γ} com-
prised of first beginning in the state ρAB , measuring out
some energy eigenstate, evolving under some U and then
measuring out some final energy eigenstate.
The thermodynamic condition of energy conserva-
tion we use is simply that tr[ρAB(HA + HB)] =
tr[UρABU
†(HA + HB)]. We note that U involves the
interaction Hamiltonian that is assumed to be smoothly
switched on and off, but the energies of the subsystems
are always measured with respect to their appropriate
free Hamiltonian.
B. Intrinsic fluctuations due to quantum coherence
While the exchange fluctuation theorem is a refinement
on the thermodynamic arrow for heat flow, in that it
deals with subensembles of postselected outcomes with
sharp energy transfers q, not all of the uncertainty is at-
tributable to the statistical mixture of different energy
states. Pure quantum mechanical states allow the pos-
sibility of intrinsic quantum fluctuations, and so while
we might step beyond classical statistical fluctuations by
focusing on individual pure state outcomes in the XFT,
we might also allow the possibility of quantum coher-
ence evolving under the unitary dynamics and generat-
ing new indeterminacy. For example, with respect to the
average statistics of energy measurements {|Ek〉〈Ek|},
the pure quantum state |ψ〉 ∝ ∑k√e−βEk |Ek〉 is in-
distinguishable from a thermal mixed state ρtherm =
Z−1
∑
k e
−βEk |Ek〉〈Ek|.
4Nevertheless, the energy measurement of such super-
positions |ψ〉 will display quantum fluctuations, some of
which may increase the total energy of AB, some de-
crease it, but on average no net energy should be gained
from the fluctuations. It is then simple to allow histories
with positive energy fluctuations that increase the to-
tal energy of AB, or negative fluctuations that decrease
the energy of AB, and also histories with no fluctuations
at all. As such, a useful and physically intuitive divi-
sion of the set of histories is into sets of histories with
similar energy transformations. In particular we write
Γ = ∪q,∆Γ(q,∆), where Γ(q,∆) is the set of γ (of the
form (5)) with fluctuations of the total energy of AB
∆ = 〈φ′, χ′|(HA +HB)|φ′, χ′〉 − 〈φ, χ|(HA +HB)|φ, χ〉
(6)
and with an energy transfer q into A defined as
q = 〈φ′|HA|φ′〉 − 〈φ|HA|φ〉. (7)
In the next section we make use of this setting and
derive the generalized XFT theorem.
III. AN EXCHANGE FLUCTUATION
THEOREM FOR CORRELATED QUANTUM
STATES
We can now formulate a generalized XFT that drops
assumption (III) of molecular chaos (see section I A) and
allow a general bipartite quantum state ρAB with ther-
mal marginals. Given this initial state ρAB , the occur-
rence of a single history γ ∈ Γ(q,∆) in equation (5), has
probability
Prob[γ] = 〈φ, χ|ρAB |φ, χ〉|(|φ′, χ′〉, U |φ, χ〉)|2, (8)
where U ≡ e−iHt and H ≡ HA +HB +Hint is the total
Hamiltonian, including the interaction Hint between A
and B, which is switched on at the initial time, and for
clarity we write the Hilbert space inner product as (·, ·).
From time-reversal invariance, Θ†HΘ = H, and the
anti-unitarity of Θ it follows that U = Θ†U†Θ, and so
we have that
|(|φ′, χ′〉, U |φ, χ〉)|2 = |(Θ|φ, χ〉, UΘ|φ′, χ′〉)|2. (9)
Thus, time-reversal symmetry alone implies the probabil-
ity to go from the initial state |φ, χ〉 to |φ′, χ′〉 is always
equal to the probability to go from Θ|φ′, χ′〉 to Θ|φ, χ〉
under the same unitary interaction. In what follows, we
use a star to denote time-reversed objects, for example
|φ′, χ′〉∗ := Θ|φ′, χ′〉.
To quantify correlations in the quantum state as they
relate to the XFT we define, for any joint local POVMs
{Mi} on A and {Nj} on B, the quantity I(ρAB ;Mi, Nj)
via the expression
I(ρAB ;Mi, Nj) := ln
(
tr[Mi ⊗NjρAB ]
tr[MiρA]tr[NjρB ]
)
. (10)
For a sharp energy measurement, we simply have
M1 = {Mφ ⊗ Nχ} where {Mφ = |φ〉〈φ|} and {Nχ =
|χ〉〈χ|} are the rank-1 projectors in the energy eigen-
bases1, and when ρAB is a correlated quantum state hav-
ing thermal marginals as in equations (3) and (4), we find
that M1 maps ρAB into a classically correlated state,
diagonal in the energy eigenbasis. Moreover, it is read-
ily seen that trB(A)[M1[ρAB ]] = ρA(B), and so the state
M1[ρAB ] has the same thermal marginals as ρAB 2.
For this particular initial measurement, the probability
p(|φ, χ〉) of projecting into the state |φ, χ〉 underM1 can
be written as
p(|φ, χ〉) = e−βAEφ−βBEχ−log(ZAZB)+I[ρAB ;Mφ,Nχ],(11)
while a comparison with the probability of obtaining the
|φ′, χ′〉∗ outcome implies that
p(|φ, χ〉) = p(|φ′, χ′〉∗)e∆βq+βB∆−∆I(γ), (12)
where ∆β = βA − βB , and crucially
∆I(γ) = I[ρAB ;Mφ′∗ , Nχ′∗ ]− I[ρAB ;Mφ, Nχ] (13)
is the appropriate correlation measure, dependent only
on the initial state ρAB and the initial measurementM1.
A derivation of (12) is provided in the appendix. Note
that with this definition of ∆I(γ), the assumption of
molecular chaos gives ∆I(γ) = 0.
Combining (12) with (9) we find that
Prob[γ]
Prob[γ∗]
= e∆βq+βB∆−∆I(γ), (14)
where γ∗ is the time-reversed twin of γ given by
γ∗ ≡ (ρAB ; |φ′, χ′〉∗ U−→ |φ, χ〉∗). (15)
In particular, the history γ involves a quantity of en-
ergy q being transferred into A and a net increase of
total energy ∆, while γ∗ involves the opposite changes,
and so Γ(q,∆)∗ = Γ(−q,−∆). We also note that (14)
is independent of the specific form of the dynamics (be-
yond time-reversal invariance), and depends solely on the
properties of the initial quantum state ρAB .
One can now compare the ratio of probabilities of the
set Γ(q,∆) and its time-reversed twin set Γ(q,∆)∗ =
Γ(−q,−∆). The probability of the former is given by
Prob[Γ(q,∆)] =
∑
γ∈Γ(q,∆)
e∆βq+βB∆−∆I(γ)Prob[γ∗]. (16)
1 The function I may be related to the classical relative entropy
of the joint measurement outcomes through the relation Ic(M :
N ) =∑i,j tr[Mi ⊗NjρAB ]I(ρAB ;Mi, Nj).
2 In addition, we have that Ic(M : N ) = I[M1[ρAB ];A : B] where
I[σAB ;A : B] is the quantum mutual information of the bipartite
state σAB , defined as I[σAB ;A : B] = S[σA] + S[σB ]− S[σAB ].
5While the term e∆βq+βB∆ may be factored out of the
sum, the correlation term cannot as it will generally
vary over the set Γ(q,∆). Instead we necessarily ob-
tain bounds for the ratio of the probabilities. To fix the
lower and upper bounds, we respectively define ∆Il =
maxγ∈Γ(q,∆)[∆I(γ)] and ∆Iu = minγ∈Γ(q,∆)[∆I(γ)],
and immediately deduce that
e∆βq+βB∆−∆Il ≤ Prob[Γ(q,∆)]
Prob[Γ(−q,−∆)] ≤ e
∆βq+βB∆−∆Iu .
(17)
The XFT in equation (17) is a generalization of Jarzyn-
ski and Wo´jczik in equation (2) and it is a constraint
on the relative likelihood of a forward transition to a
backward transition given an initially correlated quan-
tum state with thermal subsystems. As can be seen, by
moving away from the assumption of molecular chaos we
obtain ∆I 6= 0 and one gradually weakens the constraint
on the thermodynamic arrow, as expected. Moreover, it
is not possible to tighten these bounds without making
additional assumptions as to the particular form of the
dynamics.
Beyond the relative likelihood of the forward and re-
verse processes, one can take (14) and sum over γ ∈ Γ, to
obtain the non-equilibrium equality for an initially cor-
related state
〈e−∆βq−βB∆+∆I〉 = 1 (18)
and then using Jensen’s inequality we have that
∆β〈q〉+ βB〈∆〉 − 〈∆I〉 ≥ 0. (19)
Here, 〈∆I〉 represents the difference in the classical mu-
tual information of measurement outcomes between the
initial and final states.
Given the assumption that 〈∆〉 = 0 we have ∆β〈q〉 −
〈∆I〉 ≥ 0, which reduces to (1) the Clausius relation
Q(1/TA − 1/TB) ≥ 0 for Q = 〈q〉 and the assumption of
molecular chaos. More importantly it displays the ener-
getic value of correlations in providing a modified lower
bound of Q(1/TA − 1/TB) ≥ 〈∆I〉 with the function
I(ρAB ;Mi, Nj) as the appropriate sharp-outcome mea-
sure for the initial bipartite quantum state. This must be
compared with averaged results obtained previously [8, 9]
in which 〈∆I〉 is replaced with the change in the quan-
tum mutual information of the state ρAB . The origin of
the difference is that the XFT demands sharp energies at
the initial and final stages, as opposed to bluntly looking
at expectation values of energy for pure quantum states.
While it is natural to impose energy conservation, ei-
ther at the level of commuting Hamiltonians or expec-
tation values, the XFT given by equation (17) makes
predictions for a particular type of state with local tem-
peratures and global correlations, and provides only the
relative likelihood of seeing one forward thermodynamic
process compared to its reverse - not whether it occurs
at all. As such, the specific interaction Hamiltonian that
is used only serves to predict the absolute likelihood of
these different processes.
IV. A NON-EQUILIBRIUM EQUALITY IN THE
PRESENCE OF CORRELATIONS
In the previous section we derived a non-equilibrium
equality, equation (18), for initially correlated systems
using the concrete idea of histories and time reversal.
Here, we follow the compact approach of [11] to iso-
late the “correlation factor” that quantifies the deviation
from molecular chaos.
We adopt the same prepare-evolve-measure setting as
before. The initial bipartite quantum state ρ is projected
onto the energy basis M1 = {Mφ ⊗ Nχ} = {|φ〉〈φ| ⊗
|χ〉〈χ|}. For simplicity we use µ = (φ, χ) to label the
outcome of M1 that prepares the state
ρµ =
1
pµ
Mµ ⊗NµρM†µ ⊗N†µ = |φ, χ〉〈φ, χ|
with probability
pµ = tr[Mµ ⊗NµρM†µ ⊗N†µ]. (20)
The initial state ρ is again assumed to have thermal
marginals from which we define the uncorrelated prob-
ability distribution
p0µ = tr[MµρA]tr[NµρB ] =
e−βAφ
ZA
e−βBχ
ZB
. (21)
The prepared state ρµ evolves under the unitary U to
ρ′µ = UρµU
† and after the interaction the final energy
measurement projects this state onto ρ′ν|µ =
1
pν|µ
Mν ⊗
NνρµMν⊗Nν = |φ′, χ′〉〈φ′, χ′| with the outcome labelled
by ν = (φ′, χ′) and probability
pν|µ = tr[Mν ⊗Nνρ′µM†ν ⊗N†ν ] = |〈φ′, χ′|U |φ, χ〉|2.
(22)
The total probability to obtain outcome ν is pν =∑
µ pµpν|µ :=
∑
µ pµν , where
pµν = 〈φ, χ|ρ|φ, χ〉|〈φ′, χ′|U |φ, χ〉|2 (23)
is simply Prob[γ] in equation (8).
We convert pµν into a probability density function on
R for a continuous random variable x by writing
PX(x) =
∑
µν
δ(x−Xµν)pµν (24)
where Xµν is a discrete random variable distributed ac-
cording to pµν . Define the function FX˜(−x) = PX(x)e−x
that is analogous to the time-reversed probability in the
XFT. It may be shown that FX˜ is a probability density
function for the random variable X˜ := −X if pµνe−Xµν is
a probability distribution (see the Appendix for details).
We now choose the random variable Xµν to be given
by
Xµν = ln pµ − ln fν + ∆Iµν . (25)
6where the correlation
∆Iµν = Iν − Iµ = ln
(
pµ
p0µ
)
− ln
(
fν
f0ν
)
and fν = tr[Mν ⊗NνρM†ν ⊗N†ν ], f0ν = e
−βAφ′
ZA
e−βBχ
′
ZB
are
the probabilities of the final measurement on the corre-
lated ρ and product ρA ⊗ ρB states.
By taking an average of both sides of FX˜ = PXe
−x,
this choice of variables gives us the thermodynamic rela-
tion
〈e−∆βq−βB∆〉p = 〈e−∆I〉f . (26)
The subscripts p and f indicate that the averages are to
be taken with respect to the probability distributions pµν
(equation (23)) and
fµν = 〈φ′, χ′|ρ|φ′, χ′〉|〈φ, χ|U†|φ′, χ′〉|2. (27)
The sharp heat into A is q = φ′ − φ, the inverse temper-
ature difference ∆β = βA − βB , and the global energy
change ∆ = φ′+χ′−φ−χ. This formulation separates
out the “correlation factor” η := 〈e−∆I〉f that quantifies
the deviation from the assumption of molecular chaos.
In comparing equations (26) and (18) we notice that the
above analysis implies that “taking ∆I to the other side”
in (18) results in now having to take the average with re-
spect to fµν , the time-reversed probability distribution
pµν . A further difference between equations (18) and
(26) is that applying Jensen’s inequality here gives
∆β〈q〉+ βB〈∆〉+ ln η ≥ 0.
This matches equation (19) if and only if the random
variable ∆I = const.
V. AN EXACTLY SOLVABLE TOY MODEL
We now compare three “lenses” through which to view
heat exchange between correlated systems: the XFT
from equation (17), its averaged form in equation (19),
and the exponentiated average in (26). For convenience
we list them below in order
e∆βq+βB∆−∆Il ≤ Prob[Γ(q,∆)]
Prob[Γ(−q,−∆)] ≤ e
∆βq+βB∆−∆Iu ,
(28a)
∆β〈q〉+ βB〈∆〉 − 〈∆I〉 ≥ 0, (28b)
〈e−∆βq−βB∆〉p = 〈e−∆I〉f =: η. (28c)
To interpret these relations, we consider a setting that
admits a complete solution. Significant differences arise
between them even for a low-dimensional scenario, for
which we have the usual caveat that distributions can
become quite broad, and so any expectation values must
correspond to multiple runs on the systems in the i.i.d.
limit.
We work with a joint Hilbert space HdA⊗HdB describ-
ing two subsystems of dimension dA = 2 and dB = d,
with d unspecified for now. The free Hamiltonian of sys-
tem i ∈ {A,B} is
Hi =
di−1∑
n=0
n|n〉〈n| (29)
where we have set all energy separations to be unity and
the ground state is zero.
The energy-conserving interaction Hamiltonian that
commutes with the free part HA +HB is
Hint =
d−1∑
j=1
ωj(|0, j〉〈1, j − 1|+ |1, j − 1〉〈0, j|) (30)
The eigenvectors of Hint are |±j〉 = 1√2 (|1, j − 1〉± |0, j〉)
with eigenvalues ±ωj , for j = 1, . . . , d − 1. Coherent
evolution under this Hamiltonian is restricted to the
energy-degenerate, two-dimensional subspaces spanned
by {|0, j〉, |1, j − 1〉}.
In deriving the thermodynamic relations, an initial
projective measurement M1 is made on the bipartite
state ρ, this kills off any coherence in the free energy
eigenbasis. As such we simply take as our initial state a
classically correlated density matrix
ρAB ≡ ρAB(t = 0) =
1∑
m=0
d−1∑
n=0
λmn|mn〉〈mn| (31)
where
∑
mn λmn = 1 and λmn ≥ 0 for all m,n. A
further constraint on the λmn comes from the require-
ment that the subsystems i = {A,B} must be ther-
mal states tr\i[ρAB ] = 1Zi e
−βiHi , the \i notation means
the complement of i. The bipartite state evolves to
ρAB(t) = U(t)ρABU(t)
†, where U(t) = e−iHt, with
H = HA + HB + Hint and then a final measurement
is made in the free energy basis.
In this toy example the three thermodynamic relations
become
min
{
λ0,j
λ1,j−1
}
≤ Prob[Γ(q = 1)]
Prob[Γ(q = −1)] ≤ max
{
λ0,j
λ1,j−1
}
(32a)
∆β〈q〉 ≥
∑
j
(λ0j − λ1,j−1)
(
∆β + ln
λ1,j−1
λ0,j
)
sin2 ωjt
(32b)
η = 1 +
d−1∑
j=1
(λ0j(e
−∆β − 1) + λ1,j−1(e∆β − 1)) sin2 ωjt
(32c)
We refer the reader to the Appendix for details.
To analyse these results, we concentrate on the small-
est d that gives non-trivial results. Note that the con-
dition that ρAB is physical has not been imposed yet.
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marginals. A convenient way of describing the correlated
bipartite state ρAB on HdA ⊗ HdB is by writing it as
ρAB = ρA ⊗ ρB + τAB , where the operator τAB must
obey trA[τAB ] = 0 and trB [τAB ] = 0 to ensure that ρAB
has thermal marginals. Furthermore, we must have that
tr[τAB ] = 0 and ρA ⊗ ρB + τAB ≥ 0 to ensure that ρAB
is a genuine quantum state. Let τAB be a diagonal ma-
trix, initially it has 2d parameters, but there are three
constraints therefore we reduce to 2d − 3 independent
parameters, and in fact we always look for the smallest
number of independent parameters. For less cumbersome
notation, define ζ := (ZAZB)
−1, a := βA and b := βB so
that ∆β = a− b. Also in the following we set ωj = ω for
all j and analyse the systems at the time where ωt = pi/2.
A. A two-qubit system: d = 2
The matrix τAB = ζdiag(x,−x,−x, x) satisfies the
trace conditions on τAB for some x ∈ R. Positivity of
the matrix ρAB = ρA ⊗ ρB + τAB leads to the constraint
−e−(a+b) ≤ x ≤ min{e−a, e−b}. (33)
Let’s take B to be hotter than A at the start, then
∆β > 0 and min{e−a, e−b} = e−a. Notice that high tem-
peratures (i.e. small a, b) widen the range of x because
larger temperatures are synonymous with reduced states
being more mixed and this permits greater correlations.
Transitions occur only in between the energy degenerate
states |01〉 and |10〉 and we have λ01 = ζ(e−b − x) and
λ10 = ζ(e
−a − x).
The three thermodynamics relations become
Prob[Γ(q = 1)]
Prob[Γ(q = −1)] =
e−b − x
e−a − x,
∆β〈q〉 ≥ ζ(e−b − e−a)
(
∆β + ln
e−a − x
e−b − x
)
,
η = 1 + ζ((e−b − x)(e−∆β − 1) + (e−a − x)(e∆β − 1)).
We analyse these relations in different extremal settings.
Equal temperature ∆β = 0: When the qubits are at
equal temperatures, the likelihoods of the forward (heat
from B to A: q > 0) to backward (heat from A to B:
q < 0) transitions are equal Prob[Γ(q = 1)] = Prob[Γ(q =
−1)]. Thus detailed balance is preserved no matter the
size of initial correlations.
Maximum value of x = e−a with ∆β > 0: When x
takes this value, the λ10 eigenvalue is set to zero. Since
the interaction is between the |01〉 and |10〉 states only,
switching off λ10 means that the only transition allowed
is the forward one: |01〉 → |10〉. This is a deterministic
transfer of heat from B to A and is possible due to the
correlations, and regardless of the initial temperatures
as long as TB > TA. This behaviour is reflected in the
thermodynamic relations. Let
R :=
Prob[Γ(q = 1)]
Prob[Γ(q = −1)]
then in this case, the ratio diverges R →∞ as expected
since the backward transition (the denominator) does not
occur Prob[Γ(q = −1)] = 0. In this limit the Clausius
relation trivialises ∆β ≥ −∞. In contrast, the correla-
tion factor remains finite η = 1 − ζe−b(1 − e−∆β)2 < 1.
As this is equal to 〈e−∆βq〉, and by assumption ∆β > 0,
this reflects the fact that the transition probability dis-
tribution is skewed so that the q > 0 transition is far
more likely than the backward one. Unlike the first two
thermodynamic relations, the correlation factor is sensi-
tive to the temperatures of the two qubits even in this
extremal case. As long as x = e−a then λ01 = 0, however
λ10 = ζ(e
−b − e−a) remains temperature dependent and
varies between 0 for a = b and 14 for b << a << 1, the
limit where A and B are very hot but A at significantly
cooler than B. Since η is linear in λij it varies with the
the choice of a and b through λ10 = ζ(e
−b−e−a). We find
the smallest value η can attain is 34 for the most skewed
distribution permitted {λ00, λ01, λ10, λ11} = { 12 , 14 , 0, 14}
which delivers the biggest amount of heat q = 1 per bi-
partite system ρ.
Minimum value x = −e−(a+b) with ∆β > 0: We just
saw that it is possible for correlations to switch off the
backwards transition by setting λ10 = 0, however, we can
never completely suppress the forward transition. At the
minimum value of x we have λ01 = ζe
−b(1 + e−a) and
λ10 = ζe
−a(1 + e−b) giving
R = e∆β
(
1 + e−a
1 + e−b
)
.
When both temperatures are low so that e−a, e−b << 1
then we approach the uncorrelated ratio R ≈ e∆β , this
is a reflection on the fact that at low temperatures the
reduced states are more pure and therefore cannot be
highly correlated. Otherwise R < e∆β , since e−a < e−b
by assumption, so that for maximal x, the ratio of for-
ward to backward transfer can be suppressed compared
to the uncorrelated case. However there is no amount
of correlation that makes R < 1 which would mean that
negative heat flow is always more likely to occur.
The Clausius relation becomes
∆β〈q〉 ≥ ζ(e−b − e−a) ln
(
1 + e−b
1 + e−a
)
≥ 0
so we see that with such correlations, we are guaranteed
that a finite amount of averaged heat will transfer from
hot to cold (unless a = b), but the probability for doing
so shrinks compared to the uncorrelated case.
Finally the correlation factor
η = 1 + ζ(e−a − e−b)2
is greater than unity because the forward process is re-
duced and we are relatively more likely to observe a sharp
8amount of heat q = −1 being transferred, even though
on average 〈q〉 > 0.
Even in the elementary system of two qubits, we ob-
serve rich heat-exchange behaviour as captured by our
three thermodynamic relations. The XFT is depicted in
the top of figure 1. We now consider a qubit-qutrit sys-
tem in which correlations lead to even more non-classical
features.
B. A qubit-qutrit system: d = 3
It is easily checked that the matrix τAB =
ζdiag(x, y,−(x+y),−x,−y, x+y) satisfies the trace con-
ditions on τAB for some x, y ∈ R. Positivity of the matrix
ρAB = ρA ⊗ ρB + τAB leads to
−1 ≤x ≤ e−a (34)
−e−b ≤y ≤ e−(a+b) (35)
−e−(a+2b) ≤ x+ y ≤ e−2b (36)
As for the d = 2 case, higher temperatures, correspond-
ing to lower values of a, b, allow a greater variation of
initial correlations.
This time transitions occur within two subspaces:
{|01〉, |10〉} and {|02〉, |11〉}. We have
λ01 = ζ(e
−b + y) (37)
λ10 = ζ(e
−a − x) (38)
λ02 = ζ(e
−2b − (x+ y)) (39)
λ11 = ζ(e
−(a+b) − y) (40)
In this case the three thermodynamic relations are
min
{
e−b + y
e−a − x,
e−2b − (x+ y)
e−(a+b) − y
}
≤ Prob[Γ(q = 1)]
Prob[Γ(q = −1)] ≥ max
{
e−b + y
e−a − x,
e−2b − (x+ y)
e−(a+b) − y
}
(41)
∆β〈q〉 ≥ ∆βζ((1 + e−b)δ + y) + ζ
(
(δ + x+ y) ln
e−a − x
e−b + y
+ (e−bδ − x) ln e
−(a+b) − y
e−2b − (x+ y)
)
(42)
η = 1 + ζ((e−b(1 + e−b)− x)(e−∆β − 1) + (e−a(1 + e−b)− (x+ y))(e∆β − 1)) (43)
and δ := e−b − e−a.
Equal temperature ∆β = 0: The situation now is en-
tirely different to the two qubit case: at equal tempera-
tures the ratio of probabilities R in the XFT is not equal
to unity hence correlations distort detailed balance (for
finite a)! Depicted in the bottom of figure 1. There are
two choices that make the upper bound diverge for
e−a(1− e−a)− y
e−2a − y ≤ R <∞, x = e
−2a (44)
e−a(1 + e−a)
e−a − x ≤ R <∞, y = e
−2a (45)
but it is not possible to simultaneously set x = y = e−2a
so we cannot attain R→∞.
Consider the top relation. We tighten the range of
R when the lower bound is maximised, that is, fixing
y = e−a(e−a − 1). Doing this we find that the lower
bound is greater than unity if TA = TB > (ln 2)
−1. So
by setting the temperature high enough, we are more
likely to observe heat flow into system A. At a lower
temperature, this is not guaranteed as the lower bound
can go to zero in which case R ∈ [0,∞] and the bounds
are not tight at finite temperatures. Regarding the bot-
tom inequality for R, we may maximise the lower bound
by setting x = 0 and find R ∈ [1,∞] meaning that that
qutrit is more likely to heat the qubit. We see that cor-
relations make heat flow asymmetric even when A and
B are at the same temperature. Observing a bias in the
direction of heat flow when ∆β = 0 therefore provides a
way of revealing the difference between system sizes.
For ∆β = 0 the Clausius inequality is not illuminating,
however the correlation factor
〈e−∆I〉 = 1
is non-trivial because ∆I 6= 0 in general for the qubit-
qutrit case when ∆β = 0 (the expression for ∆I is given
in the Appendix, and it is equal to zero when ∆β = 0 for
the qubit-qubit system). We can interpret this expres-
sion as a “correlation fluctuation theorem” for systems
at equal temperature.
Unequal temperature ∆β 6= 0: There are choices of
x, y that can completely switch off one transition |0, j〉 ↔
|1, j − 1〉 thus reducing the qubit-qutrit system to an ef-
fective qubit-qubit one. For instance y = e−(a+b) and
x = e−b(e−b − e−a) sets λ11 = λ02 = 0 and only the
|01〉 ↔ |10〉 transition is allowed, and we still have the
freedom to make it deterministic so that |01〉 → |10〉 only,
if additionally e−b(e−b − e−a) = e−a is satisfied. Simi-
9larly choosing y = −e−b and x = e−a switches of the
|01〉 ↔ |10〉 and, if e−a − e−b = e−2b is satisfied, then
|02〉 ↔ |11〉 is deterministic. These settings recover the
qubit-qubit case where we can get deterministic heat flow
from hot to cold by picking the correlations correctly.
VI. DISCUSSION OF PHYSICAL
ASSUMPTIONS
Some of the assumptions and terms we have introduced
require clarification and comparison with current litera-
ture on the topic of XFTs.
A. Macroscopic significance of the function I
The quantity I might at first glance seem to be merely
a mathematical measure of correlation without any oper-
ational significance, however this is not the case and it is
simply a sharp version of the mutual information I = 〈I〉,
which in turn arises in extremely natural macroscopic
and operational situations. For example, it is known
to have the operational meaning as the work required
to decorrelate a system in the asymptotic/macroscopic
regime [25], while in other thermodynamic contexts it is
identified as the correct measure of correlations in ther-
modynamic processes of bipartite quantum thermal sys-
tems [8, 9] for averaged measurement outcomes. Finally
the role of mutual information in thermodynamics also
arises in the context of Maxwell Demon scenarios [10], in
which the extractable work is given by W ≤ kTI(X : Y ),
where Y is the measurement statistics of the demon and
X is the actual microstate of the physical system. This
energetic value of correlations can be cast into the form of
a fluctuation theorem that amounts to a work extraction
version of the results presented here, and recently has
been experimentally verified in the context of feedback
control of microscale thermodynamic systems [26].
B. But shouldn’t fluctuation theorems be
equalities, not inequalities?
That we have obtained an inequality in equation (17)
to describe the high-correlation scenario might seem as a
step in the wrong direction, given that fluctuation theo-
rems give equalities that generalize the more traditional
inequalities such as the Clausius relation −W ≤ −∆F .
However it is easy to see that equation (17) is indeed a
generalization of the traditional Jarzynski-Wo´jcik XFT.
At the simplest level, it transitions to the traditional
equality for zero initial correlations and energy conserv-
ing dynamics - as it should. The breaking of the equality
means the ratio of the forward and backward probabili-
ties R = Prob[Γ(+q)]Prob[Γ(−q)] is now only located within a fixed,
finite interval of size ∆R = e∆βq(e−∆Iu − e−∆Il), gov-
erned by the correlative structure in the initial quantum
state. This is again to be expected, since in the absence
of specifying finer details of the interaction dynamics we
cannot a priori tell whether a particular interaction is
sensitive to the correlations. Put another way, some in-
teractions are better at activating the correlations than
others, and as we increase the correlations we widen this
finite interval. Equivalently, in the exponentiated XFT
equality in equation (26), this deviation is parameterised
by the correlation factor η.
The increase of ∆R is exactly the distortion of the
usual thermodynamic arrow, however it is important to
note a distinction between the fluctuation theorem set-
ting and the setting based on traditional expectation val-
ues. As already mentioned, when we measure heat-flow
via Q = tr[HA(UρU
† − ρ)] we are not introducing any
local measurement-disturbance into the system. Any en-
tanglement present initially can influence the subsequent
interactions and so can provide dramatic distortions of
thermodynamic directionality. Indeed, for the most ex-
treme case of a pure multipartite state with local thermal
states no restriction exists beyond energy conservation
and any such transformation can be done deterministi-
cally, including a maximal flow of heat from the colder
to the hotter system (see [8] and [9] for details).
Recall that any mixed state σX admits a purification
σX → σXE = |ψ〉XE〈ψ|, which is unique up to arbitrary
unitaries on the purifying environment E. If one adopts
this perspective, one has that for any fixed thermal states
ρA and ρB , the issue of how large ∆R is amounts to ask-
ing how much of the purifying correlations is present in
the state ρAB for the composite system AB. Such states
ρAB range between the product state (molecular chaos)
ρA ⊗ ρB , and the situation where ρAB = |ΨAB〉〈ΨAB |,
and B is a purification of A.
C. Going beyond sharp energy measurements
As mentioned, the sharp energy measurements M1
used are quite destructive of coherence, and so one might
wonder whether an XFT can be obtained for more gentle
POVMs. In other words, can we perform the time-reverse
pairing trick using mixed quantum states?
Given a preparation of some σAB by the initial mea-
surement M1, we wish to do the pairing trick with the
state σAB and a time-reversed twin. If we drop the as-
sumption that M2 is a sharp energy measurement, but
leave it unspecified as M2 = {M (2)φ′ ⊗ N (2)χ′ } we then
require a generalization of (9). Using the time-reversal
invariance of the unitary interaction we have tr[M
(2)
φ′ ⊗
N
(2)
χ′ UσABU
†] = tr[(ΘσABΘ†)UΘM
(2)
φ′ ⊗N (2)χ′ Θ†U†], and
from this we see that, for the pairing trick to work, the
POVM elements of M2 must themselves be valid quan-
tum states of the same form prepared by M1 and the
set of elements should be closed under the time-reversal
operator Θ. (A similar requirement arises in the deriva-
tion of the non-equilibrium equality in section IV.) This
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on its own is a highly restrictive condition, and explains
why forming a theorem for more general POVMs than
the projective case is difficult.
D. Application to a semi-classical maximum work
theorem
The above results, and in particular (19), find simple
application in a semi-classical maximum work theorem
scenario [15] in which a quantity of ordered energy is
extracted from a primary quantum subsystem A. The
primary system is free to dump entropy in the form of
heat into a heat sink B, with fast relaxation times, and
exchange mechanical work with a third (classical) adia-
batic system C.
On the assumption of conservation of energy for the
composite system ABC and the adiabaticity of C the
averaged relation (19) leads to
dWC ≤ −dUA + TBdSA − TB〈dI〉 (46)
where TAdSA := 〈dq〉 corresponds heat flowing into A,
and we assume for simplicity that no net work is done on
A. This does make the identification of ∆ with mechan-
ical work, which can be debated as more or less sensible
given that in extreme quantum regimes this can have
broad distributions. We also make an identification of
SA as the thermodynamic entropy, although again this is
requires more care if the system is taken to finish out of
equilibrium. We do not expand on these points here, but
at the simplest level the main point of this application is
to illustrate the contribution that the initial correlations-
between the primary subsystem and the reversible heat
sink provide to the usual maximum work theorem, and
in the process illustrate the well-known energetic value
of correlations [16–19].
E. Summary and outlook
We have extended the Jarzynski-Wo´jcik Exchange
Fluctuation Theorem to the situation where we drop the
assumption of molecular chaos, and allow correlations to
exist in the composite state. These correlations results in
a modification of the XFT relation and can enhance the
probability of heat flowing in the backward direction. We
have applied our results to deriving a semi-classical max-
imum work theorem for correlated systems. Our work
highlights the difficulty of obtaining further results for
situations without initial and final measurements of en-
ergy. Our result show a deviation of the traditional XFT
due to correlations present, and takes the form of a mu-
tual information. A similar result has already been ob-
tained for the case of the work Fluctuation Theorem [24]
in which one allows feedback control. There the relevant
mutual information is between the controller and the pri-
mary system. Furthermore the impact of this mutual
information within the scenario has already been exper-
imentally verified [26], and suggests that the generalized
XFT obtained here should also be realisable in a similar
manner with existing technologies.
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Appendix A: Derivation of equation (12)
For any joint local POVMs {Mi} on A and {Nj} on
B, we have defined the quantity I(ρAB ;Mi, Nj) via the
expression
I(ρAB ;Mi, Nj) := ln
(
tr[Mi ⊗NjρAB ]
(tr[MiρA]tr[NjρB ])
)
.(A1)
To show (12) we consider the sharp energy measure-
ment M1 = {Mφ ⊗ Nχ} where {Mφ = |φ〉〈φ|} and
{Nχ = |χ〉〈χ|} are the rank-1 projectors in the local en-
ergy eigenbases.
For this particular initial measurement, the probability
p(|φ, χ〉) of projecting into the state |φ, χ〉 under M1 is
simply given by p(|φ, χ〉) = 〈φ, χ|ρAB |φ, χ〉 = tr[Mφ ⊗
NχρAB ]. However, from the definition of I we have that
tr[Mφ ⊗NχρAB ] = eI(ρAB ;Mφ,Nχ)tr[MφρA]tr[NχρB ].
By assumption the state ρAB has thermal marginals and
so we have that
tr[MφρA]tr[NχρB ] = e
−βAEφ−βBEχ/(ZAZB).
Substitution of these terms into p(|φ, χ〉) gives
p(|φ, χ〉) = e−βAEφ−βBEχ−log(ZAZB)+I[ρAB ;Mφ,Nχ],
while the probability of obtaining |φ′, χ′〉∗ in the same
measurement on ρAB is given by
p(|φ′, χ′〉∗) = e−βAE
′
φ−βBE′χ−log(ZAZB)+I[ρAB ;Mφ′∗ ,Nχ′∗ ].
Taking the ratio of these two probabilities leads us to the
desired result
p(|φ, χ〉) = p(|φ′, χ′〉∗)e∆βq+βB∆−∆I(γ), (A2)
where ∆β = βA − βB , and
∆I(γ) = I[ρAB ;Mφ′∗ , Nχ′∗ ]− I[ρAB ;Mφ, Nχ],
as claimed.
Appendix B: Derivation of the abstract fluctuation
theorem
Here we fill in the details leading up to equation (26).
Using the discretised expression for P (x) we have
PX(x)e
−x =
∑
µν
δ(x−Xµν)pµνe−x
=
∑
µν
δ(x−Xµν)pµνe−Xµν
≡
∑
µν
δ(x− (−X˜µν))f˜µν
:= FX˜(−x).
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In the first to second we have used a property of delta
functions, g(x)δ(x−x0) = g(x0)δ(x−x0), for some func-
tion g(x), and in the second to third line we have defined
f˜µν := pµνe
−Xµν and X˜µν := −Xµν . The third line is a
probability density function for the new random variable
X˜µν if f˜µν is a probability distribution.
We choose the random variable Xµν to be given by
Xµν = ln pµ − ln fν + ∆Iµν . (B1)
where the correlation
∆Iµν = Iν − Iµ = ln
(
pµ
p0µ
)
− ln
(
fν
f0ν
)
and fν = tr[Mν ⊗NνρM†ν ⊗N†ν ], f0ν = e
−βAφ′
ZA
e−βBχ
′
ZB
are
the probabilities of the final measurement on the corre-
lated ρ and product ρA ⊗ ρB states. With this Xµν we
have simply Xµν = ln p
0
µ − ln f0ν and using the expres-
sions for these uncorrelated probability distributions we
obtain
Xµν = βAq
A
µν + βBq
B
µν , (B2)
in terms of the sharp heat into A and B
qAµν = φ
′ − φ, qBµν = χ′ − χ. (B3)
Since δ(x−Xµν)e−Xµν = δ(x−Xµν)e−x, we are allowed
to drop the µ, ν labels convert Xµν into the continuous
random variable x = βAq
A + βBq
B . Define q := qA,
∆ := qB + q, and ∆β = βA − βB , then with this we
average the left hand side of the non-equilibrium equality
〈e−x〉 = 〈e−∆βq−βB∆〉p, where the subscript p indicates
that the average is with respect to the pµν probability
distribution given in equation (23).
To calculate the correlation factor η := 〈FX˜(−x)〉 let
us formally write f˜µν = fν f˜µ|ν . We have by definition
f˜µν = pµνe
−Xµν . Since pµν = pµpν|µ and e−Xµν =
fν
pµ
e−∆Iµν we can deduce
f˜µ|ν := pν|µe−∆Iµν . (B4)
Therefore
FX˜(−x) =
∑
µν
δ(x+ X˜µν)fνpν|µe−∆Iµν . (B5)
Is fνpν|µ a valid probability distribution? The fν part
is fine since it is the probability of projecting the state
ρ onto Mν ⊗ Nν . The conditional pν|µ is given in equa-
tion (22), note that it is equivalent to its time-reversed
expression |〈φ, χ|U†|φ′, χ′〉|2 =: fµ|ν , c.f. equation (9).
This is the probability that the state starts in |φ′〉⊗ |χ′〉,
evolves under U† and is projected onto |φ〉 ⊗ |χ〉, and it
satisfies
∑
µ fµ|ν = 1, therefore
∑
µν fνfµ|ν = 1 and we
do indeed have a valid probability fµν := fνfµ|ν (note
carefully the difference between tildes and no tildes).
Appendix C: Details for the toy example
Consider first the generalised exchange fluctuation the-
orem in equation (17)
e∆βq+βB∆−∆Il ≤ Prob[Γ(q,∆)]
Prob[Γ(−q,−∆)] ≤ e
∆βq+βB∆−∆Iu .
(C1)
We focus on the XFT for positive heat q = 1 flows into
A, in this example these are the histories
γ[q = 1|j] : (m,n) = (0, j)→ (m′, n′) = (1, j − 1),
for j = 1, . . . , d−1 and we have chosen the time-reversed
state to be the spin-flipped one. For these transitions,
∆ = 〈1, j−1|HA+HB |1, j−1〉−〈0, j|HA+HB |0, j〉 = 0.
(C2)
Note that the ∆ = 0 even for the reverse transition
γ[q = −1|j], and these are the only histories permitted
by the interaction.
The correlation function for projective energy measure-
ment Mm ⊗Nn = |m〉〈m| ⊗ |n〉〈n| is
I(ρAB ;m,n) = ln
[ 〈mn|ρAB |mn〉
〈m|ρA|m〉〈n|ρB |n〉
]
(C3)
= βAm+ βBn+ ln
λmn
ZAZB
(C4)
The sharp heat into A is q = 〈m′|HA|m′〉− 〈m|HA|m〉 =
m′ −m = 0,±1 since m = 0, 1. The change in the corre-
lation function is
∆I(γ[q = 1|j]) = I(ρAB ; 1, j − 1)− I(ρAB ; 0, j) (C5)
= ∆β + ln
λ1,j−1
λ0,j
(C6)
Later we will also make use of
∆I(γ[q = −1|j]) = −∆β+ ln λ0,j
λ1,j−1
= −∆I(γ[q = 1|j]).
The upper u and lower l bounds on ∆I are given
by ∆Iu = ∆β + maxj
{
ln
λ1,j−1
λ0,j
}d−1
j=1
and ∆Il = ∆β +
minj
{
ln
λ1,j−1
λ0,j
}d−1
j=1
.
Substituting these expressions into equation (17) we
obtain
min
{
λ0,j
λ1,j−1
}
≤ Prob[Γ(q = 1)]
Prob[Γ(q = −1)] ≤ max
{
λ0,j
λ1,j−1
}
(C7)
The second thermodynamic inequality is simply
∆β〈q〉 ≥ 〈∆I〉 because ∆ = 0 for this energy-conserving
interaction. The average difference of the correlation
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function is
〈∆I〉 =
∑
j
(Prob[q = ±1|j]∆I(γ[q = ±1|j]) (C8)
=
∑
j
(λ0j − λ1,j−1)(∆β + ln λ1,j−1
λ0,j
) sin2 ωjt
(C9)
Let us now turn our attention to the correlation factor
η = 〈e−∆I〉f
from equation (26). The initial and final measurement
labels are µ = (0, j) and ν = (1, j − 1), we have ∆Iµν =
∆β + ln
λ1,j−1
λ0j
, and the probability fµν = fνfµ|ν =∑
j λ1,j−1 sin
2 ωjt since fµ|ν = |〈0, j|U†|1, j − 1〉|2 and
fν = 〈1, j − 1|ρAB |1, j − 1〉. Including also the remain-
ing transitions µ = (1, j − 1) and ν = (0, j), we obtain
〈e−∆I〉f =
d−1∑
j=1
(λ1,j−1e
−∆β−ln λ1,j−1λ0j
+ λ0je
∆β−ln λ0jλ1,j−1 ) sin2 ωjt (C10)
and this may be simplified to give the η in the main text.
